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1. Introduction 
 

Recent investigations on the electron swarm interactions with trifluoroiod
have shown that it has a limiting reduced field strength, E/Nlim,  higher than that
widely used gaseous insulator [1]. Moreover, it was found that the mixture of C
rendered a similar value of  E/Nlim=361 Td (1 Td=10-17 V cm2) as that for SF6. C
an etching gas, CF3I could be a convenient replacement to SF6 as a high voltage
its global warming potential is three orders of magnitude smaller than that o
smaller than that of CO2. In addition to this, its lifetime in the atmospher
estimated to be less than two days, thereby ensuring that this gas would not d
layer [2,3]. A recent review on the electron interactions with CF3I reveals that l
the swarm properties of this gas, and even less in known on the transport prope
ions in the gas or its mixtures. In this paper we report on the measurement of t
of negative ions in CF3I and its mixture with nitrogen. 
 
2. Experimental details  
      The time-resolved Pulsed Townsend method relies on the measureme
displacement current due to electrons and ions drifting through a parallel-pla
Briefly, the discharge is initiated by the sudden release of  photoelectrons from
the action of pulsed UV laser light (3ns, 355 nm, 2-5 mJ). Because of the 
between electron and ion mobilities, during the electron transit the ions rema
their positions of formation. For the present investigation, the values of E/N
enough so as to ensure that no ionization process would take place during the
and only electron capture is possible.  Thus, negative-ion pulse transients c
unambiguously. When E/N is low, and the working pressures are relatively
present experiment, and when the gas is strongly electronegative, mos
photoelectrons become attached to the CF3I molecules during the first few nan
discharge development. Under these conditions, the current due to negative i
transit towards the anode is [4]   
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Here, no is the photoelectron number, qo is the ion charge, and Tn=d/vn is the io
is the gap spacing and vn  is the negative ion drift velocity. Thus, Eq. (1) predict
observed should be constant during the passage of the ions through the discha
example of such waveform is given also in Ref. [4]. 

The uncertainties associated with the drift velocity measurements are in 
Gas purities and filling procedures are given in Ref. [1]. 
 
3.  Negative ion drift velocities 

Figure 1 shows the variation of the negative ion drift velocity, vn, in CF3I 
function of E/N. It is seen from these plots that vn bears a linear dependen
agreement with the theory of ion transport at low E/N [5]. Furthermore, this li
is an indication that there is a single ion species drifting in the discharge gap.  
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It is known that electron attachment to CF3I proceeds dissociatively, leading to the 
production of I-, F-, CF3

- and FI- ions [6]. Of these, I- is produced via a zero-energy process 
through the process 
    e + CF3I → I- + CF3                                                               (2) 
 
The other negative ions are present only when the electron energies are above 3.8 eV. Hence, in 
view of the very low electron energies involved in the present experiment, we propose that the 
ion under study is I-.  
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Fig. 1   The drift velocities of negative ions in CF3I and CF3I-N2 as a function of E/N. 
The straight line of slope 1 indicates the linear relation of vn with E/N. 

 
In connection with the above, the reduced mobility of I-, as calculated from the so-called 
Langevin’s polarisation formula [5] yields a value of K00 = 0.21 while that calculated from the 
measured drift velocity is Kpol = 0.49 cm2 V-1 s-1, which is more than twice the calculated  value. 
Such disagreement is far from experimental uncertainties. It is known that CF3I is a highly polar 
molecule, with a dipole polarisability of 9.36 Ǻ3; therefore, its interaction with negative ions 
such as I- cannot be explained in terms of analyses like that of Langevin’s disregarding 
polarization and electric field alignment effects. The present drift velocities of this negative ion 
species in CF3I and its mixtures with nitrogen may be useful to derive some relevant cross 
section data for the interactions of I- with CF3I and N2.   
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